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Summar_
The principal objective of the Phase I work was the demonstration of the)
scanning concept using existing equipment assigned to the Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory of the Ames Thermo and Gas Dynamics Division. The key items
involved in this proof of concept were the optical assembly, the assessment
of seeding requirements and capability and the development of time dependent
laser velocimeter data reduction techniques. Although most of the equipment
was not optlmal, a prototype scanning system was built and successfully
tested in both water and aJ•r flows. The experience gained during this work
will enable us to design and build a self contained, portable, two-component
instrumentlwhich will be capable of real time measurements in turbulent high
speed flows.
J
Background
In the original, Phase I, proposal new techniques which would enable
rapid laser velocimeter scans of turbulent flow fields were described. But,
as s_ed density and velocity data acquisition rates during scans of air flows
were largely unknown, emphasis was placed on water tunnel applications where
no seeding problems were anticipated. Th_s proved to be the case and
measurements were made of attached and stalled airfoil flows in the Ames/Army
Aeromechanics Water Tunnel. However, air flow seeding did not present the _
anticipated degrees of difficulty and successful measurements were obtained
in the flow behind a backward facing step in the Pilot Facility of the Fluid
Mechanics Laboratory.
As the principal aim was the eventual application to high speed air
flows this success, together with the cooperation of the Army staff and the
continued availability of their water tunnel, has removed the need for the
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proposed vertical drop facility. However, in earlier work the honeycomb,
screen and contraction design details were finalized and are included in this
Phase I final report. b
Although available hardware only enabled a single velocity component
prototype to be built during Phase I, experience gained now permits us to
pursue the optimal design and fabrication of a two-component instrument with
the scan range and speed for turbulence structure measurements in high speed
air flows.
The cooperation of the Experimental Fluid Dynamics Branch and the
Ames/Army Aeromechanics Laboratory and particularly the help and encouragement
of H. L. Seegmiller, K. McAlister and G. L. Lee is gratefully acknowledged.
Introduction
For some time now, determined efforts have been made to develop methods
of predicting complex flow behavior usihg numerical techniques. However, the
current rate of development of computational fluid dynamics, especially for
compresslble flow fields, is no longer dependent on computer size or numerical
techniques. FUrther progress is restricted by the need for reliable test
cases and an improved understanding of both the physics and structure of
turbulence in complex flows. These are required to correctly model the
turbulent correlations which result from tlme-averaglng the Navier-Stokes
equations.
In 1970, Deardorff (Ref. I) pioneered a promising technique for computing
turbulent flows called large eddy simulation (LES), in which the large-scale
eddies are computed directly, and the small-scale eddies are modeled.
Deardorff was not able to continue his simulation to the near-wall region,
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and the lack of complete experimental boundary conditions forced him to make
assumptions about the flow whlch were not verified by later experiment.
Accordingly, then, further experimentally determined details of turbulence
boundary conditions would be extremely useful. In addition, tlme-varlant
experJmenta] results are needed as comparison data for the solutions generated
by LES. For example, the ability of LES to generate instantaneous velocity
fields cannot be checked by experimental observations in which time averaged
measurements are made at limited numbers of fixed locations. Real time
velocity scans which essentially freeze the flow are required for comparison.
Additionally, the assessment of new methods for passively, actively or
interactlvely controlling turbulent flows will require the qualitative
recognition of the large-scale coherent structures which appear in natural
turbulent flows and the mechanisms by which they are modified by changes in
boundary conditions. Previous visual observations have shown that two-
dimensional large-scale waves exist in turbulent shear flows and that artificial
waves of long wave length can be amplified as they are convected downstream.
Unfortunately quantitative measurement of amplification rates are unavailable
since this requires real time velocity measurement scans.
One of the more frequently used experimental methods of scrutinizing the
structure of the turbulent boundary layer has been the measurement of the
instantaneous streamwlse velocity profile. This work has primarily involved
arrays of hot-wlre or film probes. The measurement of secondary velocity
components and shear stresses in complex flows with hot wires is a much more
difficulttask. Apart from probe interference,hot-wlredata interpretation
is often questlonable (Ref. 2). In flows of practical interest which often
involve extremeturbulence,separationor tlme-dependent•flow reversals,hot-
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wire and film measurements are subject to large and unknown errors (Ref. 3).
Although more costly, laborious and tedious to operate, the laser velocimeter
probably represents the instrument of last resort for the nonlntruslve, linear
measurement of complex turbulent flows.
Although the laser doppler veloclmeter has now become a powerful and
proven diagnostic instrument and nonlntruslve measurements of local velocities
and turbulence have been accompllshed in a wide variety of attached and
separate_ flows, measurements have been of a meanj statistical nature derived
from averages accumulated independently at various positions in the flow.
While providing much useful information they do not give a picture of the
dynamic, instantaneous structure of the flow. For example, a mean turbulent
veloclty"profile obtained from ensemble averages can be represented by the
solid line shown in Figure I-A. The envelope of the variations of the
instantaneous velocity being represented by the horizontal bars. At any
given instant, therefore, the actual velocity profile, which includes the
mean motion plus the superimposed turbulent structure, might look llke one of
the dashed lines shown in Figure I-B which represent PrOfiles at two different
times tI and t2. Obviously, a mean profile obtained from polnt-averaged
measurements is an incomplete representation of the phenomena and may conceal
many aspects of the flow. This realization has led to the development of
conditional sampling techniques which attempt to recognize and record specific
events or structures within the flow. However, simultaneous multlpolnt
measurements are sti]| required to freeze the flow and to obtain the spatial •
correlations necessary to identify turbulent scales and structures.
The objectives of this work are to address the need for experimental
data to enhance the knowledge of turbulentstructure in support of turbulence
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modelllng programs as called for in subtopic 04.03 - Experimental Fluid
Dynamics. Specifically, the aim of the research is to develop a new instrument
that will permit nonintruslve measurements of the dynamics of large-scale
turbulent structures in boundary and shear layers.
Test Facilities and Configurations
During Phase 1 a single velocity component scanning laser velocimeter
was designed, bul]t and tested in both air and water flows. The air flow
study was conducted at a freestream velocity of 40 m/s in the flow behind a
rearward facing step in the Pilot Facility of the Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
of the Thermo and Gas Dynamics Division at NASA Ames. The water tunnel study
was conducted in the wake of a 4-1nch chord Boeing Vertol VR-7 airfoil at
zero and 15 degrees angle of attack at a freestream velocity of 1 m/s. These
flows were representative of attached and stalled suction surface flow. The
facility used was the Ames/Army Aeromechan!cs Laboratory water tunnel.
The Optical System
A schematic of the scanning laser velocimeter optical system is shown in
Figure 2. The optical units consist of an Argon-Ion laser light source from
which a single 5145 angstrom wavelength beam is separted by means of a prism
and _hen steered onto the optical table. Here, a beam splitting module and
Bragg cell generate a pair of parallel, frequency offset beams which are then
focused down to intersect in the center of the wind tunnel. A six face rotat-
ing mirror which was driven by an air turbine, was mounted between the focusing
lens and the tunnel as shown in the sketch. This enabled the focal volume to
be swept vertically across the tunnel. Input beam orientation was such that
the s'treamwlse velocity component was measured during each sweep. In addition,
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conventional time averaged measurements could be made by moving the mirror
to a series of fixed positions which located the beams at various fixed
points in the flowfield. For this rotating mirror assembly the maximum
allowable scan frequency is determined by the number of fringes which are
required to detect and validate a Doppler burst. As the scan velocity
increases, the particle residence time within the focal volume decreases and
so fewer doppler cycles are obtained. Thus, fast scanning requires frequency
shifting to ensure particle detection at all velocities which are likely to
be encountered in the flow. In the present experiment, Bragg cell frequency
shifting of 40 mHz was sufficient to achieve this. Currently scan velocities
are limited by data acquisition rates which will be discussed later.
The forward scatter receiving optics were mounted on the opposite side
of the test section and the scattered light was focused through a vertical
slit onto a photomultiplier tube as shown in Figure 2. The slit was aligned
before each test to cover the entire scan range. The receiving optics could
thenview any seed particle which was illuminated by the focal volume at any
]ocatlon in the scan. The off-axis optical magnification was such that the
image movement on the slit was one-half that of the beam scan. The problem
of field curvature, a consequence of light beam deflection by mechanical
means has also been addressed. A nominally flat field condition was achieved
for beam rotations of up to five degrees which was sufficient for both the
step and airfoil wake flows where scan ranges of up to 5 cm were required.
Seedln_
Two of the largestsourcesof uncertaintyat the start of the test
programwere the seed density requirementsand particlegenerationcapability.
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During conventional laser velocimeter testing, measurements are generally
taken over several seconds or even minutes at a single point in the flow.
However, scanning systems require data rates which are sufficient to determine
complete profiles during each scan, which requires dense, uniform seeding.
r
In the water tunnel, freestream velocities are low so that scanning
frequency requirements are relaxed and seeding problems are removed since
continuous wave LV signals can be conveniently achieved using impurities. In
air, however, natural aerosols cannot be relied upon for the light scattering
requirements and artificial aerosols of known size distribution must be
added. However, past experience has shown that significant improvements in
data rate can be achieved even in large scale, high speed wind tunnels with
the introduction of aerosols generated with a single atomizer (Ref. 4).
Thus, to achieve high seed density during the present pilot tunnel experiment,
the flow was seeded with an array of atomisers, mounted ahead of the settling
chamber. These atomizers generated 0.4 micron-diameter polystyrene spheres
which were introduced into the flow ahead of the test section. Seed particle
concentrations were sufficient to achieve velocity data acquisition rates in
excess of 100,000/sec. However, in the scanning mode, computer limitations
reduced the maximum data rate to 25,000/sec. This, combined with mirror
geometry limitations and data rate mequirements per scan, limited the
maximum scan repetition rate to 125 scans per second. Individual scan
resolution time in the airflow was approximately 1.5 cm, i.e., approximately
" equal to the step height. However, in the water flow resolution of better
than 2 percent chord was possible. Current scan limitations_rates and speed
will be discussed subsequently.
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Data Acquisition
In addition to computer software, the data acquisition system consisted
primarily of three elements: a signal processor, an event synchronizer and a
desk top computer. These elements are shown schematically in Fig. 3. During
conventional operation the processor output contains the information required
to calculate the instantaneous streamwlse velocity u. From these determinations,
the average velocity u and RMS turbulence level u' are calculated. Plots of
these parameters are displayed on llne as profiles are measured and hard copy
is available as required. All the raw and reduced data are stored on flexible
discs for permanent storage and retrieval. Real time histograms and probability
densities can also be displayed during data acquisition.
During scanning operation, the receiving optics will view a seed particle
as it is illuminated by the focal volume at any location in the scan. Thus
the exact position of the measurement volume is required each time a valid
particle velocity signal is detected. To achieve this, a system, which used
a once per scan pulse was developed. A schematic of this measurement procedure
is shown in Fig. 4. In the system a pulse was generated each t_me one of the
]aser beams hit a photodetector which was positioned to intersect the beam
before each scan. Each pulse reset the multiplexer clock so that, for a
given mirror and spin rate, the clock pulse number represents the instantaneous
focal volume location in the flowfleld. Any variation in mirror spin rate
can be accounted for by normalizing the clock pulse number by the time between
successive reset pulses. Now, as particle arrival times are random the clock
pulse number can be used to assign each velocity measurement to its correct
scan position. The velocity component (u) and clock pulse number are then
recorded on flexible disc for analysis. A program written for HP 9845 desk-top
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computer performs this analysis and calculates the instantaneous velocity
i
component and scan position at the time of the event. From these determinations,
individual scan profiles and ensemble averages over multiple scans can be
generated. Position uncertainties due to focal volume movement during velocity
validation, i.e., the time for a particle to cross 16 fringes, is negligible
as Bragg cell frequency shifting was employed.
Results
Proof of concept of the scanning optical system and data reduction
procedures requires the comparison of scanning and polntwlse measurements.
This was be done by calculating the mean velocity and RMS velocity fluctuation
profiles from ensemble averages obtained from one thousand successive
scans. Such a comparison, obtained behind the backward facing step, is shown
in Figure 5. It can beseen that there is excellent agreement between the
conventional time averaged and scan averaged mean and turbulent velocity
profiles which confirms the experimental procedures.
Now consider the sequence of events during the establishment of backward
facing step flow. Initially the detached shear layer will expand llke a free
jet until it reattaches to the wall well downstream of the step. However,
unlike a free expansion, there is a limited supply of "stagnant" air to provide
free shear-layer entrainment and a drop in pressure must occur behind the
_step. This results in upstream movement of the tlme-averaged attachment
point to a position closer to the step where the shear layer splits; the
el
upstream flow providing fluid for the free shear layer entrainment from the
.i
corner recircu]atlon zone. Thus, the mean attachment location reflects the
balance between the tlme-averaged entrainment and upstream deflection rates
so that instantaneous attachment point movement reflects the imbalance between
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the local instantaneous entrainment and upstream deflection rates. Since the
instantaneous entrainment rate is related to the turbulence scales in the
free shear-layer, one would expect random movements of the instantaneous _
attachment point due to local imbalances between the entrainment from, and
supply to, the corner recirculatlon zone. These large-scale, unsteady
reversing flows will result in high rms velocity fluctuations.
Quantitative insight into this large-scale turbulent (unsteady) nature
of the reclrculatlon zone may be obtained from laser velocimeter probability
density distributions such as those shown in Fig. 5. These measurements,
which can only be obtained with zero velocity frequency offset, show the
unsteadiness of the flow field in the initial mixing region. Within the time-
averaged reclrculation zone below the Step there are significant numbers of
positive velocity occurrences which are the result of bubble movement upstream.
Conversely, at the step height location there are significant negative velocity
occurances and the velocity probability density function is distinctly bl-
modal. This is the result of fluctuations in the vertical location of the
free shear layer caused by streamwlse variations of the attachment point.
Although these conventional and scan averaged measurements show single
point velocity variations and directional intermittency, they cannot give any
insight into the true time dependent structure of the flow. This can only be
achieved by inspection of individual scan profiles. Two examples of rapid
scans through the flow inthe region of the time averaged attachment line are
shown in Fig. 6. The scans show both separated and attached profiles which
could be inferred from the time averaged velocity probability density
distributions. However, comparison of the two profiles shows significant
differences between the local flow velocity gradients which suggests time
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dependent differences in the turbulence kinetic energy and turbulent shear
stress production rates.
The water tunnel measurements are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. At zero
airfoil angle of attack (Fig. 7), the scan and time averaged profiles are
once again in excellent agreement and show a symmetric wake. However, hydrogen
bubble flow visualization showed slight wake location fluctuations possibly
caused by freestream turbulence which would produce time dependent variations
in actual model angle of attack. These variations which cannot be detected
by conventional means were measured during successive scans. A sequence
which shows instantaneous downward wake displacement is shown in Fig. 7.
In the stalled suction surface case (Fig. 8), the scan and time averaged
profiles both show a thick retarded upper layer with a significant region of
reversed flow and a thin lower surface boundary layer. However, once again
significant flow features are hidden by these results. Flow visualization
showed extensive upper surface flow separation movement and extent as the
bubble size fluctuated. The successive scans shown in Fig. 8 show the quanti-
tative flow features during a single bubble coilapse. Clearly there are
significant changes in bubble size, reverse flow velocity and local velocity
gradient as the upper surface flow features change with time. Conventional
measurements only show large rms levels whereas the successive scans show the
mechanisms involved. Again significant time dependent kinetic energy and
shear stress variations are indicated.
Discussion
The scanningmeasurementsclearly show that there are significantunsteady
flow featureswhich influencethe time averaged flowfleldthat are hidden by
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conventional laser velocimeter measurements. This is probably true in most
if not all flowflelds of practical interest.
An assessment of the influence of these large scale, unsteady flowfield
variations can be made by expressing the instantaneous point velocity as
U=U.Ut.U
where u is the conventional mean, u' is the small scale random fluctuation
and_is the unsteady contribution to the total velocity field. This latter
term will vary in both amplitude and phase depending on the boundary conditions
of each particular flow. With a similar expression for the vertical velocity
and substitution in the momentum equation we see that
when we assume that the small scale and unsteady fluctuations are uncorrelated,
i.e., _etc. = 0.
Now a major assumption in many current calculation schemes is that the
Reynolds shear stress distrlbution, u'v' is related to the local mean velocity
gradients. We can see that this assumption is only valid if u'v' is unaffected
by large scale unsteadiness and if u'v' >> uv. The need for higher order
closure models may well be caused by these assumptions not being met.
A first attempt to determine the validity of these assumptions has been made
by measuring the Reynolds shear stresses in the near wake of an oscillating
airfoil (Ref. 3) where large, known perturbations to angle of attack around
the static stall angle were introduced. The results indicate mixing lengths
up to five times greater than those observed in "steady" stall cases.
The scanning laser velocimeter should prove to be an invaluable tool in
future studies of the large scale characteristics of turbulent flow. Since,
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once we understand the mechanisms involved we stand a far better chance to
model, manipulate or even control turbulent flows of economic importance.
Current Status and Capabilities
A single velocity component, frequency offset scanning laser velocimeter
has been designed, built and demonstrated in both water and air flows. In
water flows, where freestream velocities are low and seeding problems are re-
moved, scan frequencies can be used which freeze the flow and provide flowfield
details in both space and real time. In air, the velocities are generally
much higher so that scan rate requirements are much more stringent. However,
in the work to date we have shown that seed density requirements can be met
although present data handling capability precludes scan rates which would be
sufficient to freeze the flow. In the phase I study, computer speed limited
time dependent data acquisition rates to 25K/sec., and the six-sided rotating
mirror reduced the effective scan time by a factor of twenty. Thus, practical
data rates were limited to 1250/sec. Since a minimum of ten data points was
required to determine each profile, the maximum scan rate was 125/see. This
repetition rate was insuff|cient to obtain real time information from successive
scans in air flows. But, since each effective scan time was less than 0.Smsec,
the 40m/sec air flow was frozen to about one step height (approx. 1.5 cm)
during each scan.
The results suggest several areas where significant improvements could
be madeto enable two component real time scans in high speed air flows.
These details are presented in our Phase II proposal.
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Appendix
LOW TURBULENCE TUNNEL INLET DESIGN
The inlet was designed for a low-turbulence, axisymmetric wind tunnel
with a i0 inch diameter working section. It consists of an extended inlet
bellmouth to ensure uniform flow conditions at the honeycomb entry. The
honeycomb is followed by four screens (with two different open-area ratios)
and a 9 : i contraction with cubic wall shape.
Discussion of Individual Component Design
The design or choice of all the components is based on design rules from
theory and past experience.
I. Inlet Bellmouth
A 5 inch diameter seml-clrcular shape is adequate with a 2-1/2 inch
straight section ahead of the honeycomb. This inlet is essential to present a
unl-directlonal or straight flow to the honeycomb. Inclined flow is detrimental
to honeycomb performance since the flow stalls in the cells, and the pressure
loss is also increased.
2. Honeycomb
Honeycombs are effective for removing swirl and lateral mean velocity
variations. An incidental effect of honeycombs is to reduce the turbulence
level in the flow. Essentially, the lateral components of turbulence, llke
those of mean velocity, are inhibited by the honeycomb cells and almost
complete removal is achieved In a length equivalent to about 5-10 cell diameters.
Honeycombs also shed turbulence, the strength of which is proportional to the
shear layer thickness in the cells. So the cell length should be kept fairly
short. The cell size should be smaller than the smallest lateral wavelength
of the velocity variation. Recommended values selected for the Inlet are:
Cell size = 1/8", length 1 inch.
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3. Screens
Screensimprove the spatial and temporaluniformityof the flow. Screens
with low _ (open-arearatio) produceinstabilitiesresultingfrom a random
calitionof jets. So the minimum value of _ recommendedis 0.57. Screens
have also been found to affect the scale of the turbulence. For turbulence -
scale reduction,it is better to reduce the mesh size graduallythrougha
screen combination. The scren spacing is dictatedby two properties:
(i) full recoveryfrom the static pressureperturbation.
(ii) full recoveryfrom turbulencescale reduction.
Condition (1) Is found to be satisfiedexperimentallyfor spacingof ]" or
more. Condition(ii) is basicallythat the spacingshould be of the order of
the large energy containingeddies. Since the screensare preceded by a fine
honeycomb,this conditionshould also be satlsfiedfor a I" spacing.
Screen Selection
First two screens: _ = 0.63 (_'20 meshes,wire dia. = .0103")
Second two screens: _ = 0-.58 ( "40 meshes,wire dia. = .006")
4. Contraction
A contraction_ncreasesthe mean velocityand reducesboth mean and
fluctuatingvelocityvariationsto a smaller fractionof the averagevelocity.
For this reason, large conractlonratios are attractive. However,a contraction
with a very large area ratio and a reasonablelengthwould have large wall
angles and consequentlylarge curvaturenear the end which could result in
separation. For small tunnels,contractionratios of betweensix and nine
are found to be adequate. In fact, high contractionratios have been found
to produceincreasesin exit plane turbulence. Studiesof a varietyof
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contractlon wail shapes for ax_symmetric cross-sections have found that
nozzles designed with the cubic equation (R = aO + alx + a2x2 + a3x3)
have the smallest boundary layer thickness and lowest turbulence intensities
at the exit plane.
Design Selected
Cubic Wall Shape (y = 15 - .052083x 2 + .001447x 3)
Contraction Ratio - 9
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Fig. 1 Conventional and Instantaneous Turbulent Boundary Layer
Veiocity Profiles. Reproduced from Phase I Proposai.
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Fig. 2a Scanning Laser Velocimeter Sending Optics.
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Fig. 2b Scanning Laser Velocimeter Receiving Optics
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Square symbols denote scan averages over predefined data windows and various
scan frequencies between 60 and 125 per second.
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Fig. 6 Laser Velocimeter Scans in the Attachment Region.
Scan rate of 125/sec, individual scan time 0.4 m.sec.
The 40 meter a second freestream flow moved one step
height during each scan.
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Fig. Ba Scan and Time Average Comparlaon of the Flow
on a Stalled Airfoil.
Fig. 8b Successive Scans of the Flow on a Stalled Airfoil
Showing Bubble Movement and Collapse.
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Fig. 9 Schematic of the Proposed Two-Component Scanning Laser
Data Acquisition System.
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